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Symbolism of the National Library logo
Knowledge for the nation

• The four streams flowing from the
fountain represent the four strategic
thrusts of the National Library of South
Africa:

* Holding a mirror to the nation.
* Building a bridge to the information

society.
* Levelling the playing fields for

access to information.
* Building a dynamic learning organi-

sation.

• The six dots represent the six
programmes of the National Library:

* Preservation Services
* Bibliographic Services
* Collections Management
* Document Supply
* Information Services
* Heritage and information Awareness

• The logo colours reflect those of the national flag of South Africa, to embrace the
South African national heritage.

• The circle depicts the fountain of knowledge from which information flows to the
nation.

• The gold resembles the wealth of knowledge in the custody of the National Library.

• The blue water spouting from the fountain depicts free access to knowledge.
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Vision of the
National Library 

The National Library of
South Africa is the primary
resource for South Africa’s

published heritage. We
strive to be a world-class

African knowledge
institution. 

Mission
We organise and mobilise

the nation’s knowledge
resources.

Objects
(section 3, National Library of South Africa Act, no. 92 of 1998)

The objects of the National Library are to contribute to socio-

economic, cultural, educational, scientific and innovative

development by collecting, recording, preserving and making

available the national documentary heritage and promoting an

awareness and appreciation thereof, by fostering information

literacy, and by facilitating access to the world’s information

resources.

Functions
(section 4[1] of the National Library of South Africa Act,

no. 92 of 1998)

Section 4 of the Act sets out the functions of the National

Library. It deals with two categories of functions: Subsection

(1) is concerned with library functions as such, specifically those

of a national library; subsection (2) is concerned with the generic

functions of a national cultural institution. Subsection (1) is cited

below.

(1) The functions of the National Library are - 

(a) (i) to build up a complete collection of published

documents emanating from or relating to South Africa;

(ii) to maintain and extend any other collections of pub-

lished and unpublished documents with the emphasis

on documents emanating from or relating to Southern

Africa;

(iii) to promote the optimal management of collections of

published documents held in South African libraries as

a national resource; and

(iv) to supplement the national resource contemplated in

subparagraph (iii) with selected documents;

(b) (i) to record the documents contemplated in paragraph

(a); and

(ii) to render a national bibliographic service and to act as

the national bibliographic agency;

(c) to promote optimal access to published documents,

nationally and internationally;

(d) to provide reference and information services, nationally

and internationally;

(e) to act as the national preservation library and to provide

conservation services on a national basis;

(f) to promote awareness and appreciation of the national

published documentary heritage; and

(g) to promote information awareness and information literacy.

We organise and mobilise the nation’s knowledge resources.
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The first Board of the National Library

completed its three-year term of office in

June 2003. The new Board, appointed by

the Minister of Arts, Culture, Science and

Technology with effect from 1 July 2003, reflects

a diversity of sectors. Board members have been

drawn from the tertiary institutions, the Youth

Commission, the library and information services

sector and the private sector.  Three of the

members have strong financial capabilities

which will stand the National Library in good

stead. 

The Board’s first period of governance closed in

March 2003 with the Library facing a R5,9-million

budget deficit for the 2004/05 operational year.

The deficit is partly due to negative factors

beyond the Library’s control. Nevertheless, much

has been achieved and the overall picture is of

an institution that has performed well despite

severe constraints. The first National Librarian,

Dr Peter Lor, retired in October 2003. His

contribution to the National Library’s establish-

ment since 1999 has been of inestimable

value. We have been fortunate in the appoint-

ment of John Kgwale Tsebe, formerly

University Librarian of the University of the

North, as National Librarian. He assumed office

on 1 March 2004. 

The National Library has continued to focus on

collecting, recording, making available and

preserving the national documentary heritage

and promoting an awareness and appreciation

thereof. 

As incoming Chair, I am most grateful for the

strong foundation laid by my predecessor, Prof.

Seth Manaka. I have also been greatly dependent

on the support and loyalty of my fellow members

of the Board, the National Librarian and the staff

of the National Library. They have made the

achievements of the year under review possible.

My warmest thanks and appreciation is extended

to them all. Likewise, the Minister and

Department of Arts, Culture, Science and

Technology have supported and strengthened

the National Library in its transformation and

redevelopment to become the primary resource

for South Africa’s published heritage. We will

continue to strengthen and extend this partner-

ship.

Prof Rocky Ralebipi-Simela

Statement by the Chair of the Board
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“The National Library of South Africa is the primary resource for South Africa’s published heritage. We strive
to be a world-class African knowledge institution.” This is the National Library’s strategic vision for the
future. The Library has formulated its vision in accordance with the statutory objects set out in the National
Library of South Africa Act together with the core functions outlined for it in Section 4 of the Act. 

Although the National Library was established on 1 November 1999, its roots go back 185 years into the
history of the South African nation. The two former national libraries – the South African Library in Cape
Town (established in 1818) and the State Library – in Pretoria (established in 1887) – brought with them a
dowry of treasures from the past ranging from the legacies of illustrious donors such as Sir George Grey
to the immensely valuable San language studies of Wilhelm Bleek and Lucy Lloyd. These treasures are
being enhanced and enriched by the efforts of the Centre for the Book to create new writers and new
books, making the Library a roleplayer in the creation of the published documentary heritage of the South
Africa of tomorrow.

A primary resource

In each of the National Library’s programmes
and support departments the strategic
directions are being translated into concrete,

practical actions, prioritised in the medium and
short term. The Library continues to work toward
four strategic directions and six closely
interrelated strategic objectives. 

The strategic directions are:

* Holding a mirror to the nation

* Building a bridge to the information society

* Levelling the playing field for access to
information

* Building a unified, dynamic, learning
organisation

The strategic directions are high-level statements
which flow from the statutory mission and
functions. The strategic objectives are broad,
over-arching strategies which constitute the key
themes on which the Library bases its strategic
and development planning. 

The strategic objectives are:

* Building the memory of the nation: by creating
comprehensive collections of documents in all
media emanating from South Africa and
supplementing these with a judicious collection
of international materials about South Africa, by
South Africans and in South Africa’s indigenous
languages.

* Exploiting “knowletage”: there is a unique syn-
ergy of knowledge and heritage resources in
the National Library. The information is being
interpreted and repackaged to meet knowledge
and heritage experience needs.

* Information and communications technology
(ICT) enablement: the Library’s state-of-the-art
web-enabled ICT systems are geared toward
enabling multipurpose community centres,
schools and individual clients to utilise its
resources. The primary objective is to assist in
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eliminating the digital divide and provide
access to Southern African information
resources both in South Africa and the
Southern African Development Community
(SADC) countries.

* Creating visibility and impact: the National
Library is an unknown factor to many South
Africans. It therefore strives to become more
visible through a range of services that will
have an impact on a significantly larger
proportion of the population.

* Ensuring alignment and partnerships: aligning
the Library more closely with strategic initiatives
of the Government and specifically the
Department of Arts and Culture is vital for a
more central position within the social, political
and cultural milieu. It continues to seek partner-
ships with appropriate non-governmental
organisations, parastatals and commercial
entities.

* Attaining integration and organisational devel-
opment: creating a unified, dynamic learning
organisation is crucial for exploiting the
potential synergy of the campuses in Pretoria
and Cape Town and the Centre for the Book.

Governance

The National Library is a statutory body
associated with and funded by the
Department of Arts and Culture. In respect

of administrative and financial matters the
Subdirectorate Meta-Information under the
supervision of the National Archivist is the
National Library’s main point of liaison with the
Department. The arrangement, in force since
2002, has been working well, since all matters
relating to information services are dealt with at
one point. Excellent coordination, cooperation
and communication between the National
Library and the National Archives can only
enhance information services provided by
libraries and archives at the national level,
thereby creating a new dynamism.

National Advisory Council
for Library and
Information Services

Asignificant milestone was attained when
the National Council for Library and
Information Services held its inaugural

meeting on 11 March 2004. The members of the
Council were appointed in November 2003 by Dr
Ben Ngubane, the former Minister of Arts,
Culture, Science and Technology, in terms of the
National Council for Library and Information
Services Act, 2001 (Act No. 6 of 2001).

The responsibility of the Council is to advise the
Minister of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology
and the Minister of Education on matters relating
to the development and coordination of library
and information services (LIS); the promotion of
cooperation; legislation; policies to govern the
allocation of public funds; deficiencies in the LIS
system and priorities needed to eliminate them;
the promotion of literacy, a culture of reading,
and information literacy; and the utilisation of
information technology.

The National Library is strongly represented on
the Council, whose members are: Prof Seth
Manaka, Chair (immediate past Chair of the
National Library); Ms Elisabeth Anderson, Head:
Centre for the Book; Ms June Baatjes; Prof
Heather Edwards, National Library Board mem-
ber; Mr Haffy Haffajee; Mr Francois Hendrikz; Ms
Nomfundo Luke; Ms LE Ndaki; Prof Rocky
Ralebipi-Simela, current National Library Chair
and Deputy Chair of the Council; Ms Clare
Walker; Dr Graham Dominy, National Archivist,
Department of Arts and Culture, and Mr John
Tsebe, National Librarian (the latter both ex offi-
cio). The National Library will therefore be play-
ing a visible leadership role in the promotion and
development of library and information services
in the country.
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Strategic planning and budget

The National Library’s business and
development planning cycles are in line
with those of the Department of Arts and

Culture, the main source of the Library’s funding.
The integrated strategic plan for 2003/04-2005/06
as submitted to the Department clearly showed
that current funding remains insufficient for
achieving key objectives. Emergency financial
measures were implemented for the 2003/04
year to cover budget shortfalls. In particular, the
Library had to use about 70% of its reserve funds
for capital expenditure. Despite this, the Library
has not been sustain its services and remains
unable to comply with the minimum requirements

Dr Graham Dominy
National Archivist



of the Legal Deposit Act, such as attending to
growing numbers of born-digital publications.
The updated strategic plan for 2004/05-2006/07
could not be submitted to the Department of Arts
and Culture as required in terms of Treasury
regulations, because the Board could not ratify
the 2004/05 budget which indicated a shortfall of
R5,9 million. No accurate figures could therefore
be supplied for the new strategic plan. Likewise,
very little actual progress could be made
measured against the performance measures
and targets that were compiled in the 2003/04-
2005/06 plan, owing to the budget shortfalls. The
Library was barely able to maintain its current
activities.

The Library has also compiled a development
plan for the 2004/05-2006/07 financial period.
The plan contains a proposal for investment in
respect of staffing and funding which is
significantly greater that what has been invested
in the past. It is the outcome of a team effort by
National Library staff members to conceptualise
what the Library needs to do to fulfil its statutory
mandate in terms of the National Library of South
Africa Act and the Legal Deposit Act, and to meet
the knowledge and heritage needs of the South
African people. The figures, although significant-
ly higher than those given in the strategic plan,
are nevertheless still quite modest in comparison
with the resources that other emerging
economies are investing in their national
libraries. 

Activities continue to be severely curtailed
because of staff shortages flowing from budget
limitations: out of an establishment of 173 posts
(reduced from 275 in 1992), 23 or 13% remain
vacant. One of the most serious implications of
the financial strictures is that the employment
equity plan has not been implemented fully and
targets have not been met. The other major
affected area is book purchases, resulting in a
gradual attrition of the bookstock since by no
means all publications about South Africa or by
South African authors produced abroad can be
purchased. Irreparable gaps in the South African
documentary heritage continue to be created in
this way – even if funds become available later
on, the missing publications are often no longer
available.

Organisational structure
and resources

The organisation structure is still inadequate
at management level. The post of
Executive Head: Human Resources has

not been filled permanently yet. Two other critical
posts have also remained vacant, viz. those for
the executives for the Collections Management
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and Information Services programmes. The
responsibilities for the two programmes have
been redistributed between two of the other
programme managers as an interim measure.
With the assistance of the Department of Arts and
Culture, an interim finance manager was
seconded from Ernst and Young in January 2003.
This arrangement was continued during the year
under review.

Accommodation

Campus staff and bookstock are currently
housed in a complex of buildings in the
city centre and in factory premises and

warehouses in the Pretoria West industrial area.
These conditions have long been unsatisfactory
and heavy pollution places the collections, users
and staff at risk. 

An architect’s study was done of the needs,
location and feasibility of a comprehensive new
facility in Pretoria. The proposed 27 000 m2

building will be located in the central business
district, on the envisaged Government Boule-
vard. Planning for the envisaged new  building
for the Pretoria campus of the Library at a cost of
R118 million started in earnest in January 2004
and has progressed well. An architect’s firm has
been nominated and a workgroup formed. A
delay in the transfer of the allocated site from the
Tshwane metropolitan council to the State has
caused a corresponding delay – instead of 2005,
the new building will probably only be completed
in 2007.

The new building will be just a block a way from
the old and decaying building of the former State
Library. The National Library will gain approxi-
mately 14 700 m2 of usable space for its scattered
book collections. Where the present library build-
ing can accommodate a maximum of 130 users,
with scores of others daily queuing up to enter
the building, the new building will provide
approximately 1300 seats for library users.

Users waiting to enter the congested Pretoria
Campus building
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The Cape Town campus and the Centre for the
Book are housed in buildings which are
landmarks in the historical nucleus of the city.
The buildings were extensively renovated in the
mid-1990s and further repairs to the campus
premises were carried out in the year under
review. However, valuable collections are
housed in various other Cape Town premises. In
some of these, preservation conditions remain
unsatisfactory and solutions are being sought. 

National and international
representation

The National Librarian and various other
senior officers represented the Library at a
number of high-level national and

international conferences, seminars and other
events in the library and information services
sector. Apart from valuable networking oppor-
tunities these promote the image and   influence
of the National Library and provide leadership in
the promotion and development of library and
information services in South Africa and in the
SADC.

Some of the trips were made possible by
generous sponsorships and assistance from
institutions such as the United States Embassy.
In some cases invitations for fully paid
attendance were extended thanks to the exper-
tise of the staff members concerned. The
National Library’s specialised and experienced
staff make a definite contribution to the
knowledge base of the library and information
services sector, both in South Africa and abroad.

The National Librarian served on or participated
in bodies such as the Print Industries Cluster
Council, the Governing Board of the South
African Library Leadership Project, the Board of
Sabinet and the Coalition of South African Library
Consortia. The Deputy National Librarian served
on the Boards of Biblionef and the South African
Library for the Blind, and as secretary of the
Section on Library Buildings and Equipment of
the International Institute of Library Associations
and Institutions (IFLA), and also as trustee of the
South African Library and Information Trust.
Various other specialist staff members are also
members of a number of committees and other
bodies, with a strong representation in the
Library and Information Association of South
Africa (LIASA), which is the national represen-
tative body for the profession.

Conclusion

The period under review ended on a high
note with the appointment of John Kgwale
Tsebe as National Librarian on 1 March

and a visit by a delegation from the National
Library of the Islamic Republic of Iran during the
first week of March 2004. The visit was the result
of international liaison initiated by the immediate
past National Librarian, Dr Peter Lor, and was
funded by the Department of Arts and Culture.
The delegation consisted of: Dr Kazem Bojnordi,
President of the National Library of Iran; Dr
Fariborz Khosravi, Deputy President; and Mr
Morteza Hashempour Ghadi, Director-General
(International Affairs). To give the delegation from
the National Library of Iran an insight into the
National Library of South Africa and more
generally into the state of library and information
services in South Africa, a programme of visits
and meetings was set up in Cape Town and
Pretoria, involving several key library and
information services institutions and high-ranking
library officials.

The 2003/04 year, as previous years, was again
in all respects a challenging one for the National
Library. Establishing a new management team
was hampered by the loss of senior staff,
disrupting the continuity and smooth functioning
of key programmes and departments. Budget
constraints have continued to hamper transfor-
mation and progress with employment equity.
These setbacks, while discouraging, have
spurred on the Library to vigorously seek
alternative funding sources and new ways
toward growth. Together with our fellow South
Africans, we celebrate a decade of freedom and
enter the tenth year of our democracy
determined to work with vigour and enthusiasm
toward the utilisation of information as a strategic
resource for the development of all South African
communities.

Africa. Back, from left: Mr Mohammad Pournajaf, Embassy of Iran, Mr Morteza Ghadi, Iran, Dr Graham Dominy, National
Archivist, Dr Kazem Bojnordi, Iran, Robert Moropa, President, LIASA, HE the Ambassador of Iran, Mr MA Ghanezadeh, Jeremie
Malan, architect, John Tsebe, National Librarian, Themba Mabaso, State Heraldist, Dr Fariborz Khosravi, Iran.

The delegation from the National Library of Iran were able
to meet key persons in the South African Library sector.
Front, from left: Hester van der Walt, Kim Baker, Elmaré
Broodryk and Joan de Beer, all National Library of South



In terms of Section 4 of the National Library of South Africa Act, the Library is tasked with seven
statutory functions. These are all focused on building up a comprehensive collection of published
documents produced in South Africa or relating to South Africa, and ensuring optimal access to the

documents, nationally and internationally. The Library must provide reference and information services,
nationally and internationally, as well as act as the national preservation library and provide conservation
services on a national basis. In addition, the National Library promotes awareness and appreciation of the
national published documentary heritage and of information awareness and information literacy.

The National Library’s core activities are structured into six national programmes and the Centre for the
Book, with infrastructural services provided by a number of support departments.

The Centre for the Book and three of the programmes, namely Preservation Services, Information
Services and Heritage and Information Awareness, are located in Cape Town. The other three are based
at the Pretoria campus: Collections Management, Bibliographic Services and Document Supply. Most of
the programmes have staff at both campuses and all deliver their services on a national basis. To
coordinate campus logistics and activities and provide day-to-day support to the staff of programmes
whose executive is at the other campus, programme executives take turns on an annual basis to act as
campus coordinators. 

Collections Management

Collections Management is the backbone
programme of the National Library,
providing the working materials for all the

other programmes. Comprehensiveness in all
media – print, electronic, audiovisual – implies a
wealth of knowledge waiting to be unlocked for
research and posterity. 

Collections Management’s clients are the “user” or
public programmes, viz. Information Services,
Document Supply and Heritage and Information
Awareness. These programmes are dependent
on the comprehensiveness of the collections and
the extent to which these have, in turn, been
made accessible by the Bibliographic Services
programme, indicating the need for strong
synergies and close cooperation.

The key strategic objectives of the programme
are to acquire and collect information resources

in all media emanating from and relating to South
and Southern Africa, and to build special
collections and an up-to-date reference
collection. In this way a comprehensive national
information resource for knowledge, research
and posterity is being built up. 

Acquisitions

The section is responsible for acquiring books
and periodicals for both campuses, particu-

larly new non-legal deposit publications as well
as reference works and special collections falling
in the scope of the collections policy. 

For 2003/04 R561 000 was allocated to the book
purchase budget, a 12% increase over the
R500 000 of the previous financial period. The
increase, together with the stronger currency,
made a huge difference to the purchase of non-
legal deposit items – 1129 titles could be ordered
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in comparison to the 814 of the previous year,
which reflects an increase of almost 39%.
However, the acquisitions budget remains totally
inadequate for achieving the comprehensive-
ness and scope expected of a national library.

The closure of the Southern African Book
Exchange Centre (Sabec) owing to a lack of staff
not only negatively affected the outflow of book
donations to other libraries in the country, but
also the inflow to the National Library itself.
Whereas in the past donations to Sabec were
utilised to supplement gaps in the Library’s own
collections, this source has now been closed off.
In principle, no donations are now accepted
since the Library lacks the staff to review such
donations and add items to the bookstock. In the
review period, only 662 gifts were received in
comparison to the 1 461 of the previous year.
Most of these were received from Technikon
South Africa’s study collection. The decline in
donations has contributed to the continued
attrition of the National Library’s bookstock. 

Legal Deposit and Periodicals

Legal deposit legislation entitles the National
Library to receive all material published in

South Africa. The section handles receipt and
processing of all legal deposit and serials,
including newspapers, conference papers and
official publications. Various foreign serial titles
ordered from abroad, received as gifts or
received as a result of membership of foreign
organisations are also processed by the section.
Receipts of foreign titles declined as orders and
exchange agreements had to be cancelled owing
to budget constraints. 

Work continued on the project’s two major
objectives for the coming financial years: first, to
conduct research on the collection of material in
other formats as mandated by the Legal Deposit
Act; and second, to increase the number of legal
deposit items received. Both objectives are
being approached from a development planning
angle, since the current budget does not allow
for expanding activities in this area. The present
level of compliance with legal deposit is estimated
at 60%. To push this up to the envisaged 90% by
2005/06 will need research, intensive follow-up
of non-compliant publishers and additional staff
for cataloguing and accessioning the new
material.

The backlogs in processing legal deposit items
and loose-leaf publications were worked off
when a staff member was appointed in the
vacant position. The post has since been trans-
ferred to the Bibliographic Services programme.

Bibliographic Services

Bibliographic Services works closely with
the Collections Management programme
to ensure that the materials in the National

Library’s collections are made accessible, by
creating national and international databases for
easy access to South African materials. The
programme is the national bibliographic agency,
and its specialised bibliographic products and
services adhere to international standards. The
programme provides leadership to the South
African library and information sector through
international partnerships. Activities are grouped
in three projects, viz. South African National
Bibliography, Index to South African Periodicals
and Bibliographic Standards in South Africa.

South African National Bibliography
(SANB)

The key product of the section is the SANB,
which is the definitive database of current

South African publishing output. The database is
available on the National Library’s website and
via Sabinet Online, the South African Studies
database of NISC and on WorldCat, an interna-
tional database managed by the Online
Computer Library Centre (OCLC).

Priority was given to normal cataloguing
activities, addressing backlogs and database
clean-up. A major backlog eliminated during the
year was that of the reprints, which could
previously not be processed until the Millennium
system was fully implemented. Another backlog
of records was eliminated by copy-cataloguing
the records from SACat (South African union
catalogue) and WorldCat.

SANB adopted the Dewey Decimal Classification
21st edition when it was released in August
2003, and the National Library has also
subscribed to ClassWeb (Library of Congress
Subject Headings on the Internet). This ensures
that cataloguing practices are aligned with
international practices and codes.

The database clean-up received attention when
one of the contract cataloguers was seconded
full-time to the project. In the process many
conversion problems were sorted out. Duplicate
records continue to be deleted and all the 2002
SANB records have been authenticated. The
2001 records are partly authenticated. The
cataloguers continue to integrate Pretoria and
Cape Town campus records.

SANB items have been barcoded since June
2003. A retrospective barcoding project was
implemented at the Pretoria Campus in February
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2004. The work on the retrospective barcoding is
shared by SANB staff and those from other
programmes.

The legal deposit of monographs post was
moved from the Collections Management
Programme to SANB. Short legal deposit records
for all legal deposit material received were
entered onto the system, ensuring optimal
accessibility of material received on legal
deposit. These records also help control the
legal deposit claiming procedure.

Index to South African Periodicals
(ISAP)

More than 700 South African periodicals are
indexed in ISAP, covering mostly scholarly

journals, a few international and some popular
magazines. This immensely valuable database
provides access to current and retrospective
information in all fields of knowledge, including
science, technology, law, education, municipal
affairs and religion. ISAP continues to grow and
now contains more than 437 000 indexed items.
The ISAPOnline subscription database can be
consulted on the Internet and requests for
electronic document supply through ISAPOnline
are handled by the Library’s Information
Services. The online version offers facilities for
electronic payment of subscriptions to the
database and electronic requests.

A 7% tariff increase for indexing partners was
approved for the ISAP budget. A total of 33 256
records were accepted for 2003/2004, which is
8,7% less than in the previous year, owing to the
request of the Finance section that the financial
year should cover only 11 months, which
allowed 9% less time for indexing. 

ISAP records continue to be supplied in weekly
batches to database providers. The National
Library’s ownership of the ISAP database is
publicised widely, among others in a notice post-
ed by its database partner Sabinet Online on a
national listserve.

New options to expand the creation of ISAP on
various platforms were considered. NISC’s offer
to sponsor their NISCBase software to improve
the quality of the database was accepted and
indexers received training in the use of the
software.

Bibliographic Standards in
South Africa (BibSA)

International standardisation and accuracy is
vital for accessibility of information. The

specialised BibSA activities are seldom apparent

to general users or even librarians, and yet are
essential to ensure that authoritative forms are
established for South African authors, series and
subjects. These forms are used by cataloguers
and researchers alike, making it easier to find the
right publication and to find it quickly. Two other
key BibSA activities are: acting as South African
broker for international standard numbers (ISN) in
publications via the ISN Agency, and providing
training and information about MARC21 – widely
used as a machine-readable cataloguing format. 

Authority control is a responsibility specifically
assigned to national bibliographic agencies by
IFLA, and involves the creation of authority
records, which contain the authorised form of a
name, titles, series title, or subject heading. The
National Library is responsible for creating South
African authority records and making them avail-
able worldwide by exporting these records via
systems such as WorldCat. 

The Library of Congress’s (LC) name authority
training cycle, performed by its Name Authority
Cooperative and initiated during 2000 in South
Africa, was completed for the National Library
towards the end of 2003 when LC awarded
independent status for series authority work to
the National Library. It is now one of only three
libraries outside the United States contributing
series authority records to LC’s name authority
file, adding South African value to this worldwide
bibliographic tool. For the first time, complete
South African authority records are created by
authority control librarians at the National Library,
distributed internationally and nationally for any
library in the world to use in its local catalogue –
an achievement which complies with the author-
ity control principles stipulated by IFLA. BibSA
staff are now applying their knowledge of
authority work to the clean-up and preparation of
internal authority files to be published on the
Library’s website, as an alternative way of making
South African authority records publicly available
for use. Other activities included training name
authority control librarians at the Ferdinand
Postma Library at the University of North West,
and participation in a Sabinet Online question-
naire regarding the quality of authority files in its
SACat database. 

Activities at the ISN Agency focussed on the
review of the ISO 2108 – Information and
documentation – International Standard Book
Number (ISBN) standard. By 1 January 2007 the
ISBN system is set to change completely to
accommodate a new 13-digit ISBN worldwide,
similar to the International/European Article
Number (EAN) which is the standard for product
identification throughout the rest of the world. As
the national ISBN agency in South Africa, the
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National Library is leading the implementation of
ISBN-13 in the country. The annual review of
South African publisher information was
conducted for inclusion in the Publishers
International ISBN Directory (PIID). January 2004
also saw the start of the international review
process for the International Standard Serial
Number. The Library together with the ISSN
International Centre is now working on a review
of South African titles and their ISSNs.

On the bibliographic standards training front it
seems as if South African cataloguers in general
are now familiar with the basic MARC 21 content,
with fewer requests coming in for the National
Library’s current basic teleMARC course. The
number of basic courses offered, updated with
the latest AACR and MARC 21 content, has been
reduced accordingly. It will be supplemented by
an advanced telematic MARC course, to be
presented once a year. The BibSA team is
strongly involved in the newly established
Interest Group for Bibliographic Standards of
LIASA. The Interest Group’s first workshop on
bibliographic standards later in 2004 will include
MARC 21 training. The National Library is a
member of the Information and Library Science
Standards Generating Body and has also
contributed to the writing of standards for the
profession.

Document Supply

The Document Supply programme mission
is to ensure equitable access to the
knowledge and heritage resources held in

the National Library for all South African clients
as well as those in the SADC region, the rest of
Africa and abroad. The four major components
of the programme are: National Library of South
Africa Interlending; Southern African Interlending
Scheme (SAIS); creation and coordination of the
national system for official publications
depositories (OPDs); and the Southern African
Book Exchange Centre (Sabec).

National Library of
South Africa Interlending

The Interlending section handles all inter-
library loan requests for material from the

National Library’s information resources. It plays
a major role in facilitating off-premises access for
users who cannot visit the Library personally to
consult the books, periodicals and other sources
in its legal deposit and other collections. Books
are available on loan within certain parameters.
Copies are supplied of articles from journals and
other serial publications – periodicals, newspa-

pers and loose-leaf publications such as acts and
government regulations – which are not lent out.
Copies are made within the restrictions of copy-
right legislation.

The National Library received a total of 5 454
requests from local South African institutions and
international requesters. There is potential to
increase these figures if the section becomes an
information broker for libraries in the SADC
region. Many of these libraries cannot afford the
costs of subscription databases but are able to
pay for individual information items. As a result
of the Programme Executive’s attending the IFLA
Interlending and Document Supply Conference
in Canberra in October 2003, and being elected
as the South African representative of the
international IFLA Document Delivery Standing
Committee, a number of international organisa-
tions are willing to supply information free of
charge to the National Library.

The section is one of those in the National
Library that is in line with the Employment Equity
Act, and staff have been assisted to study further,
and grow to their full potential. In-house training
and skills development is strongly encouraged.

Networking and outreach are high priorities. The
Programme Executive and Project Leader both
continued to serve on the committee of the
LIASA Interest Group for Interlending. The
Programme Executive wrote papers for the
LIASA Annual conference (entitled “Do we still
need Document Supply?”) and for the 8th IFLA
Interlending and Document Supply Conference.
She presented a paper entitled: “Bridging the
digital divide:  working toward equity of access
through document supply services in South
Africa.” The paper is webbed at: http://www.nla.
gov.au/ilds/abstracts/ bridgingthedigital.htm. The
Programme Execu-tive has also contributed to
the IFLA Document Delivery Committee’s
Strategic Plan, and ensured the inclusion of the
needs of developing countries in the plan.

Southern African
Interlending Scheme (SAIS)

The National Library is the hub of the
resource-sharing network known as the

Southern African Interlending Scheme or SAIS,
which provides a gateway to information in
libraries and information centres about South
Africa and the Southern African region. 734
individuals, libraries, organisations and schools
are SAIS members. 
The 2003 SAIS address list was updated, printed,
and distributed to all paid-up members in June
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2003. The creation of the Sais-l electronic list
serve was completed in September 2003, and
the listserve is up and running. The national
interlending tariffs for 2004 were approved by
the Board, and implemented. There is still
potential to expand SAIS into a regional resource-
sharing network not only for SADC countries, but
all NEPAD (New Partnership for Africa’s  Develop-
ment) countries. This potential will be explored in
the next financial year, now that the section is
once again staffed, and stabilised.

Official publications depositories
(OPDs)

The National Library is partnering the
Department of Arts and Culture to establish a

countrywide system of official publications
depositories to make government publications
more widely available to communities. An official
publications depository manual has been written
by the Programme Executive. The manual is the
responsibility of the National Library in terms of
Regulation 31 under the Legal Deposit Act of
1997 and the final draft was presented to the
Legal Deposit Committee in January 2004.  It is
now ready for publication. 

Southern African
Book Exchange Centre

The Southern African Book Exchange Centre,
popularly known as Sabec, for many years

acted as broker between communities and
institutions – among them under-resourced
libraries and schools – that need books and infor-
mation sources and those that have surplus
materials to dispose of. Sabec has also served
as a local distribution centre for international
organisations that have book donations avail-
able. Although many donors still wish to provide
books to areas in need, and the demand for the
service continues, Sabec was closed down early
in the 2002/03 financial year when it was decided
that it was not a strategic priority. Owing to the
continued lack of funds to employ staff to do this
work, the project remains in “mothballs”.

Information Services

The Information Services programme is the
“public face” of the National Library, pro-
viding direct on-premises services to

clients. For this financial year, owing to the limited
funds, the programme executive post remained
vacant, and the Programme Executive for
Document Supply oversaw part of the Program-
me. The Foreign Official Publications project, pre-
viously part of Collections Manage-ment, was

also assigned to the Information Services
Programme.

The streamlining and integration of operational
processes continued – for instance, different tariffs
for services were charged in different sections of
the Programme. A number of other issues – job
descriptions, policies and methods of gathering
statistics – will all be addressed in the upcoming
financial year. The issue of tariffs was identified
as the most critical, and thus a new set of stan-
dardised tariffs was developed and approved,
ready for implementation on 1 April 2004.

A number of appointments were made to fill
posts in Cape Town where acting staff had been
employed for the past few years: a Principal
Librarian for Reference, a Senior Library
Assistant for Reader Services, and a Librarian for
the Special Collections section. A Senior Library
Assistant was also transferred to the Reference
section, in an attempt to address the staff
shortage. Although these appointments have
improved the staffing situation in Cape Town, the
overall shortage of professionally qualified
librarians in all the programmes continues to be
a problem.

Foreign Official Publications
(Pretoria)

During the period April 2003 to March 2004,
13 320 publications in print, microfiche and

CD-ROM format were received from the Federal
Government of the United States of America, the
United Nations and other international organisa-
tions in terms of various exchange agreements.
791 titles were claimed or requested according
to exchange agreements or depository conditions.
96% of client requests for specific items could be
satisfied. A brochure promoting the services of
Foreign Official Publications was compiled.

The Foreign Official Publication Section has been
a partial depository library of the United Nations
since 1945, when it was part of the former State
Library before amalgamation with the South
African Library. In September 2003 the National
Library’s status was upgraded to full depository
status. As a full depository library, the National
Library now receives free access to the United
Nations Treaty Collection on the Internet, as well
as access to the United Nations Documents
System (ODS). 

In addition, the National Library is also a
depository library of the World Bank, and is now
able to access to the World Bank’s Electronic
Library as well as World Bank WDI Online, and
GDF Online. 
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These two significant developments have
enabled the National Library to improve its service
to clients by granting access to a much broader
wealth of information. The United Nations and
the World Bank also benefit from the partnership
with the Library, through disseminating their
information to the general public of South Africa.

Special Collections (Cape Town)

The Special Collections section of the
Information Services Programme is one of

the treasure-houses of the National Library. Since
1818, numerous donations and bequests have
added value to the legal deposit collections. The
invaluable Grey, Fairbridge, Bleek and Nourse
Collections, together with the picture, news-
paper, map, manuscript and many other collec-
tions, are sought after by local and international
researchers, publishers, film-makers and writers.
An example is the picture research on the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission which was done
for a documentary film. 

Special Collections works in close collaboration
with the Heritage and Information Awareness
and the Preservation programmes to enhance
the usage of the collections. A full inventory of all
collections and their status has begun, and the
issue of copyright permissions is being
addressed. Sponsorship was received from the
Abe Bailey Trust to refurbish the Fairbridge
Room, which will be renamed the Abe Bailey
Reading Room. It will provide a much needed
and ideal study area for anybody wanting to
consult the immense richness of the Library’s
special collections, particularly its rare books and
manuscripts.

Reference and Text Retrieval
(Pretoria)

The Reference and Text Retrieval section in
Pretoria has started with the implementation

of the Millennium circulation system. This will
enable the Library to issue books and other
documents to both in-house and outside users
electronically, thus speeding up issuing as well
as obtaining improved in-house control. The sys-
tem will also enable the Library to obtain more
accurate statistics on the use of the various col-
lections of the library.

Before the Millennium circulation system can be
properly implemented, all the material in the
collections needs to be barcoded. A retrospec-
tive barcoding project began in March 2004.
Special training was required for staff working on
the system, and most librarian staff members in

Pretoria across the programmes are volunteering
on an “all-hands” basis. However, an estimated
more than 60% of the National Library’s collec-
tions are still on card catalogues and need to be
transferred to the online catalogue. The backlog
negatively affects fast and effective access to
older materials. 

In order to improve the quality of the service to
the public a new contract for printers was
entered into and a new fax machine, photo-
copiers and reader-printers were obtained. Two
microfilm readers were also bought.

In order to expedite quotations for the cost of
copying acts for users, which are in frequent
demand, a workstation was set up in the
Reference Library where quotations can be
worked out electronically. Special training in the
system was given to the staff concerned.

To improve the availability of South African
publications to users, the Library subscribed in
April 2003 to SAePublications, an electronic full-
text database of South African publications in
electronic form. Articles retrieved in this way, can
be supplied by e-mail or  in printed format to
users. However, certain aspects of copyright still
need to be sorted out.

The Reference Service received a wide variety of
users during the year. An interesting example
was the e-TV filming of a collection of newspaper
articles on the death of the late Mr Walter Sisulu
which was used in a special programme about
him. In addition, a number of official visits were
paid. For instance, Ms Mathato Constance
Chanela and Ms Mamoshoeshoe Nku from the
publications office of the Parliamentary Council
of Lesotho visited the Library in connection with
official publications and the operation of legal
depositories. Two staff members of a legal firm in
Pretoria visited the library in search of patents
information. A delegation from the Gauteng
Provincial Library Services investigated the
Library’s holdings of official publications as well
as PaClisa, the inventory of public and
community libraries. This valuable resource was
a project of the Print Industries Cluster Council
Libraries Working Group and the Foundation for
Library and Information Service Development, in
association with the National Library and funded
by the Carnegie Corporation of New York.

Users frequently express their gratitude towards
the staff for the excellent service that they
received, through letters, faxes, e-mail, and
special visits. A copy of a research paper on
Hansard, by Dr At van Wyk, formerly from the
University of Pretoria, was handed to the Library
in recognition of the assistance Reference staff
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gave him in his research. Government agencies
are also frequent users of the service, and for the
Water Research Commission, staff drew a list of
53 reports on water research of which many are
only available at the Pretoria campus.

Reference,
Government Publications, and
Reader Services (Cape Town)

The Reference, Government Publications and
Reader Services sections are three separate

projects which have been hindered by ongoing
staffing issues, and the shortage of professionally
qualified librarians to implement the Programme’s
objectives. Although Cape Town needs to
perform a similar retrospective  barcoding project
as the one in Pretoria, this is not feasible until
more staff are appointed. However, in terms of
delivering service to the public, these sections
have performed extremely well under the
circumstances. The newly appointed Principal
Librarian was on maternity leave for four months,
and thus all strategic and operational planning
has been postponed until her return (April 2004).
The Reader Services section was able to acquire
two new microfilm   readers which helped relieve
the problem of inadequate equipment (thus
denying the public access to microfilmed
material).

Preservation Services

One of the core activities of the National
Library of South Africa is to preserve and
promote the preservation of recorded

South African knowledge and heritage resources
for the sake of present and future generations.
The Preservation Services programme identified
five strategic thrusts in line with the strategic plan
of the National Library of South Africa:

• Repackaging information: reformatting to other
media to enhance preservation of and access
to the library’s collections. Preparation of
collections for exhibition purposes.  

• Optimal utilisation of state-of-the-art ICT: appli-
cation of digital technology to enhance access
and reduce handling of originals by developing
a system for the permanent storage of audio-
visual, broadcast and electronic media.  

• Improve visibility and impact: promote preser-
vation services and skills within the South
African library and information community, as
well as continued involvement with national
and international projects.  

• Repositioning and strengthening of programme:
build partnerships with local and international

institutions and commercial entities in terms of
expertise, marketing, and to obtain project-
based funding.

• Integration and organisational development:
new look at national treasures at both cam-
puses. Develop one disaster recovery plan for
the whole Library. Improve cost-effectiveness
and productivity through integration of pro-
gramme operations. Maximise the efficiency,
productivity and well-being of programme staff.

The following goals were set for the period
2004/5 to 2006/7:

• Establish active and passive preservation
measures.

• Provide leadership and support to other South
African institutions in respect of preservation
management.

• Enhance preservation by reducing the handling
of originals.

• Establish strategic partnerships with local and
foreign institutions.

• Explore the legal, organisational, technical and
economic aspects of digital preservation. 

The vision of Preservation Services is to
establish a dynamic preservation programme
which recovers a large part of its costs by way of
project funding, consultation work and partner-
ships. Activities and responsibilities included
policies, training and promotion, disaster
contingency planning, conservation treatment,
storage and physical environment, funding
programmes, protective measures, reformatting
and digital preservation.

Regular binding of selected periodicals and
newspapers was continued. Binding is a means
of preventing loss of pages or portions of text
and providing physical protection. In line with the
trend to move away from in-house operations,
some preservation activities at the Cape Town
campus, such as bookbinding and book repairs,
were contracted out to commercial and private
professionals and companies. Binding is for the
time being still done in-house in Pretoria. An
urgent need for preservation policies in the
library became clear. Current practices were
assessed. Draft guidelines on the retention and
storage of local newspapers and microfilms
were prepared. Preservation policy formulation
would include preservation awareness, physical
environment, physical care of collections, guide-
lines for conservation, and disaster planning. 

External funding opportunities for preservation
projects were limited. A collaborative approach
with other programmes and projects enabled
Preservation Services to secure funds, which
otherwise would have been difficult to achieve
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acting alone. Examples were the digitisation of a
large collection of San drawings in partnership
with the University of Cape Town and the micro-
filming of Namibian newspapers on contract for
the National Library of Namibia. Funds were
received from the Abe Bailey Trust to complete
the mounting of a large collection of San  draw-
ings from the Library’s Bleek/Lloyd Collection, in
cooperation with the Conservation Department
of the University of Cape Town.  The National
Library continued its involvement with DISA
(Digital Imaging South Africa) as one of its institu-
tional partners. Plans are to establish a partner-
ship with other national libraries to enable the
National Library of South Africa to test methods
of collecting, preserving and providing access to
South African Web-based publications.

A funding proposal was drafted for mobilising
resources to establish a large-scale mass de-
acidification facility at the Pretoria Campus. The
objective is to process acidic books prior to the
move to the new building to prevent infestation
and spreading of acids to new stock. This facility
could also be used as a demonstration model for
other libraries, archives, and museums and
service cultural and research institutions in the
northern part of South Africa. 

The Library was a member of the organising
committee of the Preservation of the African
Documentary Heritage workshop in Cape Town,
27-31 October 2003. The workshop was held
under the auspices of the IFLA Africa Section
and funded by UNESCO. Participants came from
various African countries. A closing event was
partly sponsored by and held at the National
Library’s Cape Town campus.

The changing nature of the collections placed
new demands on the technological knowledge
and expertise of preservation programmes and
staff. Preservation awareness sessions (on
library preservation and library disaster pre-
paredness and response, treatment processes
and recovery equipment and supplies) were held
in Cape Town to increase the awareness and

interest of staff in preservation matters. Staff
participated actively in professional organisa-
tions such as SAPCON (South African
Preservation and Conservation Group) and
LIASA. LIASA workshops for library assistants
and a SAPCON seminar on integrated pest
management were attended. 

Storage and environmental conditions in general
were not optimal. Some buildings are air-condi-
tioned, but temperature and humidity fluctua-
tions have to be monitored. Some collections
had to be transferred to more favourable storage
facilities to protect them from extreme environ-
mental conditions. Environmental conditions in
the microfilm master safes were monitored daily
throughout the year at both campuses.
Preservation staff were involved with the plan-
ning of the new building at the Pretoria campus,
ensuring that preservation requirements were
included in the building specifications. 

Visual inspections for signs of damage or storage
problems, such as mould growth, insect infesta-
tion, leaks, cleanliness, and poor shelving condi-
tions were done. Regular cleaning of collections
was initiated, some contracted out to private
cleaning companies. Special time switches were
installed in some stack rooms as an experiment
to save electricity and to minimise the impact of
lighting on collections. On instruction of the
Health and Safety Committee newspapers were
removed from overloaded shelves in the news-
paper stores of the Cape Town campus. Minor
flooding of storage areas at the Cape Town
campus occurred due to malfunctioning of
air-conditioning systems.

The disaster contingency plans were updated.
Examples of recent contingency plans of other
institutions were obtained. A disaster recovery
team was established. Lists of emergency
supplies were updated. 

The vacant position of Head of Conservation
Services at the Cape Town campus could not be
filled. A staff member of the Conservation Unit in
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Cape Town was invited by the Department of
Arts and Culture to assist with a training pro-
gramme for conservators from the Republic of
Mali, and the team visited Timbuktu in December
2003. The Abe Bailey Trust has granted funding
to place a senior artisan for an internship at the
British Library. The successful candidate will visit
the conservation laboratories of the British
Library during April and May 2004. 

A significant number of monographs were
identified for hand binding and repair, and in
some cases complete restoration. At both cam-
puses minor repairs were completed for
damaged items (including photographs and
maps) which required immediate attention. A
conservation survey of the Grey Collection
revealed a large number of worn monographs,
deteriorating rare books and other items in need
of treatment. Due to the shortage of book
conservators, it is estimated that it will be some
years before any significant portion of the Grey
Collection could receive treatment. It was
decided, therefore, that the production of acid-
free storage containers for damaged items would
be given priority.

Preservation microfilming is an accepted preser-
vation medium for newsprint. Archival microfilm
of local newspapers and the Government
Gazette on microfiche were produced to recog-
nised preservation standards. An inspection of
microfilm operations based on SABS standards
was carried out at the Cape Town campus. The
profile of preservation microfilming was raised
and standards for preparation and filming
practices were developed and promoted. Two
additional used microfilm cameras were pur-
chased. The concept of a national programme
for the microfilming and preservation of local
South African newspapers should be revisited.
However, it is unlikely that such a programme
will be possible without a collaborative national
approach or large-scale project funding. 

The Library successfully transformed some of its
reprographic processes to digital applications.
Digital reformatting mainly consisted of contin-
ued digital imaging of the Sechaba and Mayibuye
journals for phase one of the DISA project,
according to DISA’s standards and guidelines.
Other imaging work consisted of illustrations for
in-house exhibitions. Regular requests for digital
copies from users were also satisfied. A huge
archive of scanned images has been built up
over the past number of years, resulting in a
need for software for proper indexing and man-
agement of image databases. Staff attended
further training in handling computer graphics. A
second digital camera and large volume printer
were purchased.

Heritage and
Information Awareness

The Heritage and Information Awareness
programme focuses on the South African
literary and documentary heritage, based

on the materials in the Library’s collections, to
develop innovative projects that foster informa-
tion awareness and build information literacy in
South Africa.  Such projects are developed in
conjunction with the five other core programmes
and with external partners.

The key performance areas of the Programme
are:
• Promoting awareness of South Africa’s national

published documentary heritage 
• Building networks and developing cooperative

projects with key local and international
institutions and agencies

• Promoting information literacy and information
awareness in South Africa

• Developing new, client-focused, income-gener-
ating products and services 

• National Library policy development in areas
pertaining to the programme’s portfolio

• Skills development and training (internal and
external)

The Heritage and Information Awareness
Programme continued to service most of its
strategic objectives to some extent over the peri-
od under review. However, resource and staffing
constraints have meant that this programme has
retained, and will continue to retain, its current
Western Cape focus until adequate resources are
available and/or until the Library has a sufficiently
developed digitisation strategy to support initia-
tives to make collections and outreach projects
available electronically. Programme progress
and activities were affected from April 2003 until
the end of October 2003 by the Programme
Executive’s responsibility for Cape Town campus
coordination (covering the 12-month period
November 2002 to October 2003).  This was alle-
viated by the energy and additional capacity
brought to activities by the extension of the
contract for the programme’s administrative
assistant.

Many of the programme’s activities have been ini-
tiated in partnership with other National Library
programmes, the Centre for the Book and with
external organisations. In addition, the HIA
Programme continues with ongoing work such
as publication promotion and sales, and admin-
istering subscriptions to the Quarterly Bulletin of
the National Library.

Several exhibitions and events took place in
Cape Town. Some of the highlights include: 
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• “The Moon as Shoe” – 133 of the Bleek/Lloyd
Collection of San drawings were loaned to
Iziko Museums for the South African leg of the
2002 Zurich exhibition in the South African
National Gallery from April to June 2003.

• Presidential Mali Project – the Programme was
integrally involved in the design, curation and
setting up of this exhibition. It was on display
in May 2003 (Presidential Launch in Pretoria),
October 2003 (international ICA conference in
Cape Town) and thereafter in the National Libra-
ry Reading Room at the Cape Town campus.

• “Mapping Africa to 1920” – in August 2003, the
International Cartographic Association held its
Historical Maps Section Pre-conference

Symposium at the Cape Town campus, with
an exhibition curated from the Cape Town
Library’s Historical Maps Collection.  

• “Fruits of the Vine” – initially planned as a phys-
ical exhibition to celebrate 185 years of library
services to South Africa’s public, using wine as
the theme since the National Library’s prede-
cessor was set up on the basis of a wine tax.
This initiative was translated into the Library’s
first on-line exhibition (www.nlsa.ac.za/vine),
launched 31 October 2003 and completed
March 2004. 

The Programme runs various publications pro-
jects. One of its outstanding achievements was
the launch of the Map Publishing Partnership with

private sector company Digital Fine Art, to pro-
duce top quality prints from the Historical Maps
Collection. Plans to reprint the popular Guide to
the National Library of South Africa were shelved
owing to the lack of funds. The Library’s stock of
old publications is promoted in various ways,
such as a public display of “for-sale” titles, a small
catalogue with basic price list and publication
information, and an online publication section
with publication detail, book cover images and
order form.

Promoting the accessibility of the Library’s
collections of heritage materials continues to be
a major focus. The Programme oversees the
Friends-sponsored cataloguing of the Nourse
Collection of Cromwelliana, with two contract
cataloguers to be employed for at least 12
months. Heritage and Information Awareness
raised R30 000 from Public Eye (Netherlands
Embassy monies) for completing e-cataloguing
of the Dessinian Collection and production of
catalogue on CD. The project will be handled in
conjunction with the Bibliographic Services
Programme. Also notable is the programme’s
participation in the Greenstone Project, of the
Preservation Services programme, to create a
digital image database.

During the period under review, the Heritage and
Information Awareness Programme managed to
secure for the National Library of South Africa
media coverage and exposure (both print and
broadcast) with a commercial value of over
R300 000.  This calculation is based on average
values, given the sharp value fluctuations
depending on time of day, page position and
other factors.

Efforts to expand the scope of the Friends of the
National Library continue. However, the Library
is presently unable to provide sufficient adminis-
trative support to ensure that the Friends come to
their right as a strong support and advocacy
group for the Library. The Friends currently occupy
the Bothy cottage in the adjoining Company’s
Gardens from which monthly book sales are held.  
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The Programme is integrally involved in setting
up the 8th Bibliophilia Africana Conference,
planned for May 2005, together with the Friends,
the Centre for the Book and the Society of
Bibliophiles. Every country in Africa is currently
faced with the challenges of book development,
book pricing, preservation of books and oral
literature, public libraries, accessibility of litera-
ture, reading literacy, and the impact of informa-
tion technology on book development and on
literature.  The Bibliophilia Africana conference
will focus on these issues and how they are
being addressed in various sectors and at
various levels across the continent. 

The Programme continues to work with cultural
heritage and other networks such as the
Southern African Museums Association, the
Institutions of Public Culture, Iziko Museums, the
University of Cape Town and SA History Online.
A highlight is the collaboration with the University
of Cape Town’s Centre for African Studies about
establishing a Cultural Heritage Internship pro-
gramme for post-graduate students at the Centre
for African Studies, to begin in July 2004.

Centre for the Book

The Centre for the Book is located in Cape
Town and is a specialist unit of the
National Library. The Centre helps to coor-

dinate, promote and encourage all book-related
activities in South Africa in all local languages.
The core staff of the Centre for the Book fall
under the National Library and act as a centre for
information and advice for writers, and on writing,
books, reading and publishing, with its various
events and functions such as poetry readings,
conferences, book launches, symposia such as
“Turning the Page” – an event to foreground new
writers and their work, writing groups like “Out to
Lunch” and writing workshops for teachers,
youth and children.

Donor funds for Centre for the Book projects fall
under the auspices of The Book Development
Foundation (BDF), a Section 21 Company

established in September 2003 whose member-
ship reflects the widest range of stakeholders in
the book world, and includes, librarians, publish-
ers, printers, booksellers, writers, paper manu-
facturers and educators. Donor-funded projects
include First Words in Print, the Writers’ Network,
the World Book Day booklet and events, and the
Community Publishing Project. The BDF provides
a means for the Centre for the Book to attract
grants from donors who would normally not
support a state-funded organisation such as the
National Library. 

The Centre for the Book website, online notice-
board and two e-mail discussion and news-
groups provide a daily site for the gathering and
dissemination of information on books, reading,
writing, publishing, libraries, book-selling and
related issues. The Centre also participates in a
number of external projects, such as the planning
of the September 2004 Congress of the
International Board on Books for Young People to
be held in Cape Town. 

First Words in Print is geared toward the develop-
ment of a South African children’s literature in all
languages. During the year, 22 500 children in
five provinces each received four colourful story
books from the project. The project received two
awards – the illustrators of two First Words in
Print books won the Vivian Wilkes Award for
books which have made a special contribution to
South African children’s literature; and the project
is the winner of the IBBY-Asahi Reading
Promotion Award for 2004.

A welcome initiative has come from SAPPI,
which is sponsoring a competition for new
books. SAPPI is working together with the Centre
for the Book to organise this competition, and
will co-publish the winning entries with the
Centre for the Book. Although SAPPI will publish
the books in English only, it is hoped that these
books can be added to the pool of resources to
be distributed to participating regions. The
project also continues to lobby publishers to
produce a wider range of books for very young
children.
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The Community Publishing Project, launched in
2001, as a partnership between the Centre for
the Book and Nasboek, is thriving. The project
aims to make it possible for individuals, commu-
nity groups and community-based organisations
to publish books which are of interest to a partic-
ular community, but not cost-effective for a com-
mercial publisher. Three books were published
in this period: the first is Qomani, a collection of
stories written and published by the members of
the Bhala Mzimkulu group; the second is
Omoseye Bolaji’s crime fiction novel, called
People of the Townships, published by the
Eclectic Writers Club in Bloemfontein, and the
third is Palawer van die Woord, a collection of
stories written and published by the Afrikaanse
Skrywersvereniging in the Western Cape. This
brings the number of books published as a result
of the project to five. There are at present two
new books in the pipeline. A guide to self-pub-
lishing is being piloted to enable new publishers
to get practical step-by-step help.

World Book Day in April 2003 was celebrated
with the theme “Friends for Life”. Each year, the
Centre for the Book takes responsibility for an
donor-funded poster campaign in which up to
65 000 posters are distributed to schools and
libraries around the country. The Centre was the
hub of the events in Cape Town. A booklet of
stories written by Grade 7 and 8 learners, titled
The Bravest Person I know, was published.
These stories were the 10 best stories entered in
the annual creative writing competition run by
the Centre. 3000 copies of these were distributed
to participating schools, libraries and other inter-
ested parties. In other parts of the country events
to celebrate the day took place, ranging from the
launch of an Adult Literacy project by the
Western Cape Education Department to a public
reading by writers at the Johannesburg Central
Public Library. 

The valuable partnership between the Centre for
the Book and the Print Industry Cluster Council
(PICC) was continued and strengthened. In 2003
the Department of Arts and Culture granted
R450 000 over three years to the Centre through
the PICC, to establish a Writers’ Network, located
in the Centre’s building. During its first year of
operation (2003) the Writers’ Network concentrated
its energy on collecting and disseminating infor-
mation about support and resources available to
writers working in South Africa. 

The Network’s baseline activities included
responding to queries from writers across the
country (over 500 in total in this period); research-
ing and identifying the appropriate resources
writers are looking for (primarily advice about

publishing, funding and writers groups); main-
taining and expanding the Network database
(300 entries with the full complement of details)
and completing registration for an additional 700
writers (for whom only names and e-mail
addresses or telephone numbers were avail-
able); publishing a bi-monthly newsletter (five
editions for 2003 in Afrikaans, English, Sotho,
Xhosa and Zulu) and maintaining the website
(www.thewritersnetwork.org). 

In partnership with the South Peninsula Library
Services, the Network set up a programme of
writers reading in libraries. The Network hosted
visits by several international writers during
2003, including German author Bernhard
Schlink; Canadian playwright Greg MacArthur;
Canadian/South African poet Norman Kester and
French publisher and author Denis Tillinac.

Physical resources available for writers visiting
the Network include an International Reading
Room hosted by the Goethe Institute which
carries newspapers and magazines in German,
French and English; the Network Lounge, a quiet
space where writers can work and read; and the
Network Lab, which has computer workstations
that are available to writers by appointment for
doing word-processing. Publications of interest
to writers including examples of literary titles by
South African authors and South African literary
magazines. Various handbooks on writing and
publishing are also available for writers to use in
the Network. 

The PICC Working Group on Libraries has repre-
sentatives from various parts of the library and
information services sector. The Working Group
is championed by the Head of the Centre for the
Book. One of its first tasks was to work together
with the print industries on how to expand the
use of public libraries. To supplement the Public
and Community Libraries of South Africa data-
base, statistics are being gathered on the gover-
nance of South African public libraries and their
book-spend, with comparative studies of public
libraries elsewhere.

In partnership with McGill University, the Centre
for the Book set up a joint project called “Soft
Cover”, a youth-based participatory approach to
HIV prevention. In my life: youth stories and
poems about HIV and AIDS was published as a
result of the collaboration. There has been an
enthusiastic response to the book – it is being
used in KwaZulu-Natal schools and has been
bought for the Western Cape Provincial Library
system. The University of Pretoria has reprinted
3000 copies to use in AIDS education, and The
Teacher magazine featured the book recently. 
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Staff of the Centre presented papers at and
attended various conferences, and gave work-
shops and talks to a range of groups, firmly
establishing the National Library’s presence as a
role-player and stakeholder in the South and
Southern African book and publishing world. 

The Publishers’ Association of South Africa and
the Print Industry Cluster Council now have their
offices in the Centre for the Book building at 62
Queen Victoria Street, making the building a hub
of book-related activities in South Africa.

Corporate services

In the past year further extensive work was
done on integrating, rationalising and
streamlining financial, computer, and person-

nel systems between the two campuses and the
Centre for the Book. The corporate services
departments are located at the Office of the
National Librarian in Pretoria with staff decentra-
lised to the campuses and the Centre for day-to-
day activities where needed.

Finance

Aprimary concern for the National Library is to
ensure sound financial management and full

compliance with the Public Finance Management
Act, the financial regulations of the Board and the
requirements of the Department of Arts and
Culture, the Treasury and the Auditor-General.
Regular financial reporting continued to be a pro-
blem, with backlogs in the accounting systems. 

The Library experienced another stressfull year
to try and make ends meet with the state grant
received. There was an unforeseen overexpen-
diture on the salary budget owing to a shortfall
between the salary increase which was agreed
upon by the Government’s Bargaining Council
and the Library’s budget, which only made provi-
sion for a 6% increase. Whereas in the past the
Department of Arts and Culture helped the
Library to overcome such shortfalls, this assis-
tance was not forthcoming in the period under
review. 

The Library’s capital expenditure amounted to
R1 240 000 for the financial year, for much need-
ed capital goods to be replaced. The funds were
taken from the reserves the Library built up over
the past years. However, this had an impact on
the investment income which in turn put addi-
tional strain on the small budget of the Library.

New accounting systems and telephone systems
were installed to help to improve the manage-
ment of resources. The flexitime and salary
systems have also been linked to improve
monitoring of hours worked by employees,
which is the biggest expense item of the Library.

Information and
Communications Technology

The information and communications network
was upgraded by installing a new diginet line

between Pretoria and Cape Town. This line is
used to carry e-mail, financial, clocking system
and telephone traffic directly via the network.
New ISDN lines were installed to support the
videoconferencing system used for communica-
tion between Pretoria and Cape Town. Building
ICT capacity and high-grade connectivity
between the Pretoria and Cape Town campuses
remained a high priority and the firewall software
was replaced by hardware for better control. A
new telephone system was installed at both
campuses as well as a clocking system. All staff
members have access to a computer and e-mail.
New printers and copiers were installed in the
Pretoria campus while some additional printers
were installed in Cape Town with a view to have
them all replaced within a year or two.

The Millennium integrated library management
system was fully implemented. A planning grant
of US$25 000 awarded by the Mellon Foundation
was used to investigate an integrated network
system for the bibliographic control and man-
agement of legal deposit material at the places of
legal deposit. The investigation led to another
proposal to the Mellon Foundation and a grant of
US$726 000 was awarded. The National Library’s
Millennium system will be upgraded and made
available to the Library of Parliament, the
National Film, Video and Sound Archives,
Mangaung Library Services (formerly Bloem-
fontein Public Library) and the Natal Society
Library. The remainder of the original US$25 000
grant will be used for another investigation into
the legal deposit and preservation of electronic
publications. This will hopefully also lead to
another grant proposal.

The website is being upgraded on a regular basis
with ongoing development as objective.
Planning is being done to install an intranet for
corporate communication and access to, inter
alia, all library minutes, policies, rules and regu-
lations in the organisation.

ICT provided training to most of the staff in the
use of their e-mail, printers and copiers, telephone
use and a retrospective book barcoding project.
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Human Resources 

The mission of the Human Resources Depart-
ment is to recruit and maintain a suitably

qualified, representative, effective, efficient, and
productive workforce, working in a conducive
environment, and proud to be part of the National
Library of South Africa.

The National Library has an organisational struc-
ture with 173 positions as at 31 March 2003.  A
number of these positions are vacant and they
are not likely to be filled soon because of bud-
getary constraints.  This makes it difficult for the
National Library to fulfil its mandate.

Ten positions on the organisational structure
were identified as redundant.  In an attempt to
avoid retrenchments, the Library made consider-
able efforts to redeploy the incumbents of eight
of these positions to suitable vacant positions.
One opted for a voluntary severance package,
and one was retrenched after redeployment
attempts were unsuccessful.

The new organisation structure, the first for the
National Library after its establishment in 1999, is
being reviewed regularly to ensure that it is
responsive to the changing needs of the Library.

The forums at campus and national levels
ensure that communication between manage-
ment and employees about matters of common
interest takes place. Though it is evident that the
diversity of backgrounds of National Library
employees sometimes makes it difficult to make
decisions, communication does take place and
staff are slowly but surely beginning to under-
stand one another.

The National Library has a three-year employ-
ment equity plan which was intended for imple-
mentation in 2002.  The Board set a target of
achieving 50% representation from designated
groups, but it has been very difficult to achieve
this target because of budgetary constraints.
This inability to implement the plan has strained
relations among some employees in the National
Library as there is a perception that the National
Library is not committed to employment equity.
Proposals to address this issue were sent to the
Department of Arts and Culture.

The National Library allocates 1% of its payroll to
skills development as required by the Skills
Development Act.  This amount is not enough for
the skills development needs of the National
Library, but what is available is used efficiently
and effectively.

The Conditions of Service of the National Library,
after being negotiated and agreed to with labour,
were submitted to the Department of Arts and
Culture for approval.  The Department is in gen-
eral satisfied with the conditions of service, but
has suggested that annual and sick leave regula-
tions should be aligned with those of the Public
Service.  This is still under discussion with the
unions. Health and occupational safety commit-
tees are in place at both campuses. The launch
of an HIV/Aids committee is planned for later in
2004 and this committee will assess and identify
units or categories of employees at high risk of
contracting HIV & related diseases. 

Tables 1-10 provide statistical information on the
human resources management of the National
Library.

Table 1 Personnel costs 2003/04

Total Personnel Training Consultancy Pension fund Personnel Average
Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure Services contribution cost as a personnel

percent of cost per
total employee

expenditure

R17 372 921 R13 114 315 R182 485 R89 000 R1 515 154 75.4% R89 824
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Salaries Overtime                         Housing Allowance Medical Assistance

Amount Salaries Amount Overtime Amount H/A as a % Amount Medical
as a % of as a % of of Assistance
personnel personnel personnel as a % of

cost cost cost personnel
cost

R10 326 108 78.7 R46 093 0.4 R471 903 3.5 R1 731 190 R13.2

Number of posts Number of posts filled Vacancy Rate
(incl. contract posts)

173 137 23

Table 2 Salaries, overtime, housing allowance and
medical assistance,  2003/04

Number of Appointments Terminations Turnover rate Number at
employees as and transfers and transfers 31/3/2004

on 1 April into the out of the
2003 institution institution

146 7 10 10 137

Termination type Number % of total

Death - -

Resignation 5 45

Expiry of contract 1 9

Dismissal – operational changes 2 18

Dismissal – misconduct 2 18

Dismissal – inefficiency - -

Discharged due to ill-health - -

Retirement 1 9

Other - -

Total 11 100

Total number of employees who left as a % of the total employment 7.5%

Table 4 Annual turnover rates by salary levels for the
period 1 April 2003 to 31 March 2004

Table 5 Reason why staff are leaving the institution

Table 3 Employment and vacancies, 31 March 2004
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Table 6 Total number of employees in each post level
as on 31 March 2004

Table 7 Misconduct and disciplinary hearings finalised,
1 April 2003 to 31 March 2004

Table 8 Types of misconduct addressed at disciplinary hearings

Post level Male Female Total

African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White

Management 2 - - 1 - - - 6 9

Middle management and 

high level specialist 3 1 - 3 6 1 - 28 42

Supervisor and high 

level skilled/clerical 2 2 - 3 2 2 - 4 15

Lower level skilled/clerical 21 15 - 2 9 9 - 8 64

Very low skilled 4 - - - 3 - - - 7

Outcomes of disciplinary hearings Number

Correctional counselling 1

Verbal warning -

Written warning 3

Final written warning -

Suspend without pay -

Fine -

Demotion -

Dismissal 2

Not guilty -

Case withdrawn -

Total 6

Type of misconduct Number

Non-performance due to misconduct 2

Absenteeism from work without leave 1

Misusing National Library e-mail 2

Table 9 Training needs identified 1 April 2003 to 31 March 2004

Gender Number
of employees Training needs identified at start of reporting period

as at 
1 April 2003

Learnerships Skills programmes and other Other Total
short courses forms of

training

Male 62 Middle management; diversity
management; customer care;

Female 88 shelvers’ workshop; health and
safety; cataloguing; IT; PABX;

TOTAL 150 DDC; DMS; Preservation; Pastel.
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Development and Marketing

Development and Marketing seeks to
enhance the profile of the National
Library, build partnerships and raise

funds for sustainable development. Its areas of
expertise comprise monitoring the visibility and
impact of the Library, marketing, public relations,
internal communication and compiling grant sub-
missions for specific projects. Partnership build-
ing is vital for successful sourcing of additional
funds for the National Library. Development and
Marketing supports the National Librarian and
other senior officers in building partnerships with
the Department of Arts and Culture, embassies,
the Government Communication and Information
System and other stakeholders. Networking with
non-profit fundraising organisations is an impor-
tant priority. 

The envisaged Public Lecture series was
launched in June 2003 at the Centre for the Book
in Cape Town. The Public Lecture Series is a
National Library initiative to promote its key
objectives of “collection, preservation and
access”.  The series is designed as a platform for
well-known academics and other professionals
to discuss their work and ideas.  Some of these
will have links to the work and the collections of
the National Library.  The series is an opportuni-
ty for key stakeholders such as academic
researchers, the library and information services
sector, government, policy-makers, cultural and
heritage professionals, the Friends of the
National Library, bibliophiles and other library
friends to meet each other and engage in dis-
cussion on information awareness and heritage
and knowledge issues. The series was intro-
duced by Dr Graham Dominy, National Archivist,
on behalf of Prof Itumeleng Mosala, Director-
General of the Department of Arts and Culture. 

The National Library participated in the Women’s
Day celebrations in August 2003 with an exhibi-

tion on women at the National Cultural History
Museum in Pretoria. A booklet, Empowered
women, was produced with a bibliography of
books by and about women from the Library’s
collections.

Staff are kept posted about National Library
events and activities by means of a weekly
e-mail bulletin and periodic information sessions.
Teambuilding and staff participation and buy-in is
fostered by involving the staff Communication
and Marketing Forum – represented at both cam-
puses – in brainstorming and arranging events
such as the annual Medihelp National Business
Relay in Pretoria. The Forum also assisted in
coordinating the staff farewell functions for the
outgoing National Librarian, Dr Peter Lor, and the
staff year-end functions. Long-service awards
were handed out at the latter.

The Department also supports the initiatives of
other programmes in various ways. Heritage and
Information Awareness events on the website
are kept updated and supplemented by appro-
priate announcements in the library and informa-
tion services sector media. Brochures and
corporate items are produced. The staff of the
Department are responsible for production of the
annual report, strategic and development plans
and other corporate publicity items.

Women’s Day exhibition at National Cultural
History Museum

Table 10 Training needs identified 1 April 2003 to 31 March 2004

Gender Number
of employees Training needs identified at start of reporting period

as at 
1 April 2003

Learnerships Skills programmes and other Other Total
short courses forms of

training

Male 62 Middle management; diversity
management; customer care;

Female 88 shelvers’ workshop; health and
safety; cataloguing; IT; PABX;

TOTAL 150 DDC; DMS; Preservation; Pastel.
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Chairperson’s report
for the period 1 April 2003 to 31 March 2004

Nature of business

The National Library of South Africa is regulat-
ed by the National Library of South Africa

Act, No. 92 of 1998, and is an autonomous insti-
tution under the governance of the Department
of Arts and Culture. The Library consists of a
Head Office in Pretoria, a campus in Cape Town
and Pretoria respectively and the Centre for the
Book in Cape Town. 

The Centre for the Book is a specialist unit of the
National Library and its core staff are funded by
the Library. The activities of the Centre are main-
ly donor-funded via the Book Development
Council, a Section 21 company. 

Breakdown of income

The National Library is not a company and does not have directors.  The present report, which
forms part of the audited financial statements of the National Library for the period 1 April 2003 to
31 March 2004, has been compiled by the National Librarian, who is the Chief Executive Officer of

the National Library, on behalf of the Board. 

Financial results and dividends

The products and services delivered by the
National Library are not intended to yield a

profit. The Library recovers costs in so far as this
can be done without setting up a barrier which
will inhibit its utilisation by less affluent individu-
als and communities. The National Library is not
a company and does not declare dividends.

The grant from the State increased by 14% for the
2003/04 financial year which also included a
grant (R1 000 000) for the Centre for the Book
which was not funded via the Library in the years
prior to 2003/04.
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Breakdown of Expenditure

Breakdown of salary expenses 2003 / 2004

Employment as at 31 March 2004
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Share capital

The National Library is not a company and has
no share capital.

Directors and secretaries

In terms of Section 6 of the Act the affairs of the
National Library are controlled by a Board.  The

Minister of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology
appointed a new Board for the National Library,
with a term of office from 1 July 2003 to 30 June
2006.  

The members of the Board are:

Prof. Rocky Ralebipi-Simela, Chair
Prof. Heather Edwards
Mr G.H. Manack
Mr M.J. Mariba
Ms T.C. Mbobo
Mr A. Mestern
Ms E.S. Nzimande
Prof.  J.F. Smith
Mr D.P. Tshidi
The National Librarian and CEO (ex officio)

Members of the Board receive no remuneration
for their services. The previous Board’s term of
office expired on 31 March 2003 but was extend-
ed to 30 June 2003.

The National Library does not have a secretary.
The business address of the National Library is: 
17th floor
Old Mutual Centre
Andries Street
Pretoria
0002
The postal address of the National Library is: 
Private Bag X990
Pretoria
0001

Auditors

The National Library is audited by the Auditor-
General.

The Library is about 91% dependent on the grant
received from the State. Other significant income
is generated from investments and donations
that are not related to a specific project. In the
2002/03 year the State contributed 82% of the
National Library’s budget whereas the current
contribution totals 83%. Current investment
income totals to 1.50% of the total income.

Expenditure in all the departments and projects
are cut to the bone every year and leave no mar-
gin whatsoever for error. Expenditure over the
past three years has increased by 14% in
2002/03 and by 6% for 2003/04.

The biggest expense item of the Library was
again personnel.  Personnel costs constituted
the follow percentages over the past three years:
65 % in 2001/02; 61 % in 2002/03 and 64% in
2003/04. Of the 64% basic salaries make up 69%,
bonuses 6%, pension and provident fund contri-
butions 10%, medical aid contributions 11% and
UIF, allowances and contract workers 4%.

There were at the end of March 2004 137
employees employed by the Library, 36 posts
were vacant of which 10 posts are new posts.
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REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO PARLIAMENT
ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE NATIONAL
LIBRARY OF SOUTH AFRICA FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 MARCH 2004

Report of the Auditor-General

1. AUDIT ASSIGNMENT

The financial statements as set out on pages
35 to 50, for the year ended 31 March 2004,

have been audited in terms of section 188 of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996
(Act No. 108 of 1996), read with sections 3 and 5
of the Auditor-General Act, 1995 (Act No. 12 of
1995). These financial statements, the mainte-
nance of effective control measures and compli-
ance with relevant laws and regulations are the
responsibility of the accounting authority. My
responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements, based on the audit.

2. NATURE AND SCOPE

The audit was conducted in accordance with
Statements of South African Auditing

Standards. Those standards require that I plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assur-
ance that the financial statements are free of
material misstatement.

An audit includes:

• examining, on a test basis, evidence support-
ing the amounts and disclosures in the finan-
cial statements,

• assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management,
and

• evaluating the overall financial statement pre-
sentation.

Furthermore, an audit includes an examination,
on a test basis, of evidence supporting compli-

ance in all material respects with the relevant
laws and regulations, which came to my atten-
tion and are applicable to financial matters.

I believe that the audit provides a reasonable
basis for my opinion.

3. QUALIFICATION

3.1 Fixed assets

In terms of section 51(1)(c) of the Public
Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No.1 of
1999) (PFMA) the accounting authority is
responsible for the managing and safeguard-
ing of assets. No fixed assets register was
maintained. I was therefore unable to satisfy
myself as to the accuracy and completeness
of fixed assets as disclosed in the financial
statements.

3.2 Book collections 

In terms of section 4(1) of the National Library
of South Africa Act, 1998 (Act No. 92 of
1998), it is the responsibility of the National
Library to build up a complete collection of
published documents emanating from, or
relating to South Africa, and to maintain and
extend any other collections of published
documents, with the emphasis on docu-
ments emanating from, and relating to
Southern Africa.

No accounting policy addressing the classifi-
cation, disclosure and valuations of the book
collections had been approved by the Board.
This matter was also reported in the audit
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reports for the financial years ended 31
March 2002 and 31 March 2003.

3.3 Lack of supporting documentation

No supporting documentation for income
amounting to R78 386 could be provided.

3.4 Material breakdown in internal control
systems and procedures

The Library experienced a breakdown in
internal controls systems and procedures
with regard to the overall accounting process
followed.

National Library

• Various payments were made based on
copies of invoices.

• Debtor’s terms were not adhered to and con-
trols were not in place to ensure the timely
recovery of debts. Credit amounts to R31 704
are included in the amount receivable.

• Payments were made without obtaining the
necessary authorisation prior to processing.

• The required number of quotations was not
obtained for the procurement of goods and
services.

• Payments were made without obtaining the
necessary authorisation.

• Discounts allowed were higher than stipulat-
ed in the Financial Regulations whilst no dis-
count allowed had been recorded in the finan-
cial statements.

• The Sentri System indicated that the employ-
ees were absent from work for longer periods
than indicated on the Payday report or leave
forms.

Centre for the Book

• The expenses were processed for payment
without the necessary authorisation being
obtained prior to payment.

• No independent review was performed for
the donation income that was received by the
Centre for the Book on behalf of the Book
Development Fund.

Income generated from hiring of venues

• Income generated by the Centre for the Book
from hiring of venues and the renting of park-
ing was accumulated in a separate bank
account without the necessary approval and
was only available at the Centre for the Book.

• The Head authorised payments of expendi-
ture, which was not according to the National
Library of South Africa’s delegation policy.

4. QUALIFIED AUDIT OPINION

In my opinion, except for the matters referred
to in paragraph 3, the financial statements
fairly present, in all material respects, the
financial position of the National Library of
South Africa at 31 March 2004 and the results
of its operations and cash flows for the year
then ended, in accordance with generally
accepted accounting practice and in the man-
ner required by the Public Finance
Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999).

5. EMPHASIS OF MATTER

Without qualifying the audit opinion
expressed above, attention is drawn to the
following matter:

5.1 Non-compliance with the PFMA and Treasury
Regulations

In terms of section 51(1)(a)(ii) and section 77
of the PFMA, an evaluation was performed of
the audit committee and the internal audit
function. The following shortcomings were
noticed:

• The audit committee consisted of only two
members (Chairperson and National
Librarian) for the period under review.
Therefore the audit committee had neither
a mandate nor a quorum at the meetings
that were held. No signed minutes of the
audit committee meetings held could be
submitted for the year under review.
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• No approved internal audit charter as
required by Treasury Regulation 27.2.5
could be submitted for audit purposes.

• In terms of Treasury Regulation 27.2.1 a
risk management strategy, which includes
a fraud prevention plan, must be used to
direct the internal audit effort. An approved
risk assessment could not be submitted for
audit purposes.

• A rolling three-year strategic internal audit
plan in terms of Treasury Regulation 27.2.7
as well as an updated internal audit plan
could not be provided and no internal
audits were performed during the year
under review.

• According to Treasury Regulation 27.1.6 an
audit committee must operate in accor-
dance with terms of reference and be
reviewed at least annually. No such terms
of reference could be obtained.

• As required by Treasury Regulation 28.1.5
the accounting authority must develop and
agree a framework of acceptable levels of
materiality and significance. No such frame-
work could be submitted for audit
purposes.

• In terms of Treasury Regulation 28.1.1 the
report by the accounting authority must be
included in the financial statements.
However, this report was not included in
the current year’s financial statements.

6. APPRECIATION

The assistance rendered by the staff of the
National Library of South Africa during the
audit is sincerely appreciated.

AH Muller
for the Auditor-General

Pretoria
26 July 2004
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Report of the Audit Committee

Audit Committee Members

The Audit Committee consists of the mem-
bers listed below and meets three times per

annum as per its terms of reference contained in
the Audit Charter.  During the year under review
three Audit Committee meetings were held.

During the year under review, the Audit
Committee consisted of the following members:

• Goolam Manack (Specialist Member and
Chairperson) 

• Johan Jooste (Specialist Member) – resigned
December 2003.

• Dr Peter Lor (National Librarian: ex officio).
• Joan De Beer (National Librarian: ex officio).

New members appointed to the Audit
Committee

• Richard Rhoda (Specialist Member) Appointed
June 2004

• John van Niekerk (Specialist Member)
Appointed June 2004

Meetings attended in year under review:

Goolam Manack 3 Meetings
Johan Jooste 0 Meetings
Dr Peter Lor 2 Meetings – contract ended

30 September 2003.
Joan De Beer 1 Meeting – Acting National

Librarian until 29 February 2004.

Audit Committee Responsibility

The Audit Committee reports that it has com-
plied with its responsibilities arising from

Section 38(1)(a) of the Public Finance Manage-
ment Act (PFMA) as well as Treasury Regulation
3.1.13.  The Audit Committee also reports that it

has adopted appropriate formal terms of reference
as its Audit Committee Charter, had regulated its
affairs in compliance with this charter and has
discharged all its responsibilities as contained
therein.

The effectiveness of internal
controls

The effectiveness of the systems of internal con-
trol could not be verified as the various reports of
the Internal Auditors, the Audit Report, the mat-
ters of emphasis and management letter of the
Auditor-General have stated.  

The internal audit function was outsourced in the
year under review.  Its mandate includes provid-
ing independent assurances on the effectiveness
of controls as well as undertaking a risk analysis
in conjunction with management of the National
Library in terms of the Internal Audit Charter.
These plans are periodically reviewed by the
Audit Committee so as to ensure that business
processes, policies and systems will be afforded
internal audit coverage within the three year audit
cycle required by the PFMA. The Audit
Committee approved the budgets related to both
the Internal Audit and External Audit functions.

During the year under review, the Audit
Committee had reviewed the risk assessment
undertaken as well as the audit coverage plans
of the external auditors. However, no internal
audit was undertaken as management of the
National Library did not achieve consensus with
the internal auditors on the risk assessment.  In
the light of this development, the Audit Commit-
tee mandated the internal auditors to perform an
audit on the most significant risk areas of the
National Library of South Africa. 



Evaluation of financial statements

The Audit Committee has:

• Reviewed and discussed with the Auditor-
General and the Accounting Officer the audited
annual financial statements included in the
annual report;

• Reviewed the Auditor-General’s management
letter and management response;

• Reviewed the accounting policies and prac-
tices; and

• Reviewed significant adjustments resulting
from the audit.

The Audit Committee concurs with and accepts
the conclusion of the Auditor-General on the
annual financial statements and is of the opinion
that the audited financial statements be accepted
and read together with the report of the Auditor-
General.

Conclusion

The Audit Committee, in its opinion, has ful-
filled its obligations as set out both in its

Charter and in the PFMA.

GH Manack
Chairperson: National Library of South Africa
Audit Committee
02 August 2004
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Notes 2004 2003
R R

ASSETS

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment 6 2 343 391 874 772 

Current assets 4 455 573 7 822 568 

Trade and other receivables 7 990 325 1 010 136 
Short-term investments 8 2 894 850 4 814 383
Bank balances and cash 9 570 398 1 998 049 

TOTAL ASSETS 6 798 964 8 697 340

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Reserves 3 000 260 5 376 346 

Current liabilities 3 798 704 3 320 994

Trade and other payables 10 2 418 180 2 334 800 
Provisions 11 1 380 524 986 194 

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 6 798 964 8 697 340 

_______________________
J. K. Tsebe
National Librarian
Signed: 31 MAY 2004

Balance sheet
as at 31/03/2004

The National Library of South Africa
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Income statement
for the year ended 31 March 2004

The National Library of South Africa

Notes 2004 2003

R R

REVENUE 2 22 734 000 19 902 500 

Gross profit 22 734 000 19 902 500 

Operating income 3 1 755 691 3 586 756 

Administrative expenses (2 364 053) (3 035 071) 

Other operating expenses (24 874 461) (22 652 069) 

Loss from operations before investment

income and finance cost 4 (2 748 823) (2 197 884)

Income from investments 5 372 737 821 033 

Loss from ordinary activities before tax (2 376 086) (1 376 851) 

Loss after tax (2 376 086) (1 376 851) 

NET LOSS FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEAR (2 376 086) (1 376 851) 



2004 2003

R R

Opening Balance 5 376 346 6 753 197

Net loss for the year (2 376 086) (1 376 851)

Closing Balance 3 000 260 5 376 346
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Statement of change in equity
for the year ended 31 March 2004

The National Library of South Africa
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Cash flow statement
for the year ended 31 March 2004

The National Library of South Africa

Notes 2004 2003

R R

Operating activities

Cash generated (utilised in) / from operations 12.1 (1 484 724) (550 535) 

Changes in working capital 12.2 103 191 (1 081 356)

Cash generated (utilised in) / from operations
after working capital charges (1 381 533) (1 631 891) 

Net cash (used in) / from operating activities (1 381 533) (1 631 891) 

Net cash (used in) / from investing activities 12.3 (46 121) 216 432 

Net (decrease) / increase in cash
and cash equivalents (1 427 654) (1 415 459) 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 1 998 052 3 413 511 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 13 570 398 1 998 052 
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1 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with statements of generally
accepted accounting practice and the Public Finance Management Act. The National Library of

South Africa is a public entity as listed in the Public Finance Management Act under schedule 3A.

The National Library of South Africa was established in November 1999, when the National Library
of South Africa Act, no 92 of 1998, was promulgated. The Board of the National Library is appointed
by the Minister of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology for a period of three years.

The following are the principal accounting policies of the Library which are, in all material respects,
consistent with those applied in the previous year, except as otherwise indicated:

Basis of preparation

The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis, except as modified for the
revaluation of plant and equipment.

Currency

These financial statements are presented in South African rand since that is the currency in which the
majority of the Library’s transactions are denominated.

The following are approximate values of R1=00 at balance sheet date for selected currencies:

2004 2003
Euro 0.12893 0.11618
Pound sterling 0.086125 0.08025
US dollar 0.15849 0.12666

Revenue recognition

Revenue is recognised when it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to the enterprise
and these benefits can be measured reliably. 

Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when significant risks and rewards of ownership of the
goods have been transferred to the buyer.

Revenue from letting out of equipment and space is recognised when the services have taken place.
In the case of space letting revenue is recognised at the beginning of each new month when rent
becomes due.

Interest income is accrued on a time proportion basis, taking into account the principal outstanding
and the effective interest rate over the period to maturity.

Dividend income from investments is recognised when the right to receive payment has been
established.

Government grants are recognised when the income is received.

Accounting policies
for the year ended 31 March 2004

The National Library of South Africa
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Accounting policies
for the year ended 31 March 2004

The National Library of South Africa

Foreign currencies

Transactions in currencies other than the Library’s reporting currency (rand) are initially recorded at
the rates of exchange ruling on the dates of the transactions. Gains and losses arising from the set-
tlement of such transactions are recognised in the income statement.

Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates of
exchange ruling on the balance sheet date. Unrealised differences on monetary assets and liabilities
are recognised in the income statement in the period in which they occurred.

In order to hedge its exposure to foreign exchange risks, the Library enters into forward contracts and
options. Unrealised gains and losses arising on currency forward contracts and options designated
as hedges of identified exposures are deferred and matched against gains and losses arising from
the specified transactions.

Retirement benefit costs

The Library operates both a pension fund (State Pension Fund) and a provident fund (Sanlam
Provident Fund). The Library has no control over the assets and liabilities of both these funds and
therefore acknowledges the contributions to the funds as an expense in the income statement.
Actuaries appointed by Sanlam evaluate the Provident Fund every three years. The members of the
Provident Fund are responsible to indicate to the fund managers (Sanlam) how their contributions
should be invested. 

Taxation

No taxation has been deducted or paid over to South African Revenue Services, as the Library is
exempt from paying income tax.

Property, plant and equipment

Other items of property, plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation.

Depreciation is charged so as to write off the cost or valuation of assets using the straight-line
method, on the following bases:

Computer hardware 33 %
Computer software 50 %
Furniture, fittings and equipment 20 %
Motor vehicles 20 %

The gain or loss arising from the disposal or retirement of an asset is determined as the difference
between the sales proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and is recognised in income.

Book and other collections
There is currently no accounting policy regarding the evaluation of all the collections that are in the
possession of the Library. These collections are not accounted for in the financial statements and con-
sist of the following: Book collections,

Art collections,
Hand drawings and
World maps

The Library is currently investigating ways of doing the evaluation of these collections so that it can
comply with General Accepted Accounting Practices.
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Leasing

All leases are classified as operating leases.

Inventories

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Net realisable value represents
the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business less any costs of completion and costs
to be incurred in marketing, selling and distribution. 

Financial instruments

Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised on the Library’s balance sheet when the
Library becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.

Trade receivables

Trade receivables are stated at their nominal value as reduced by appropriate allowances for esti-
mated irrecoverable amounts.

Investments

All investments are initially recognised at cost, transaction costs included.

At subsequent reporting dates the following categories of investments are measured at amortised
cost by using the effective interest rate method if they have a fixed maturity, or at cost if there is no
fixed maturity:

- Loans and receivables originated by the Library and not held for trading
- Held-to-maturity investments
- An investment in a financial asset that does not have a quoted market price in an active

market and whose fair value cannot be measured reliably

Cost and amortised cost are inclusive of any impairment loss recognised to reflect irrecoverable
amounts. The financial assets are subject to review for impairment at each balance sheet date.

The annual amortisation of any discount or premium on the acquisition of a held-to-maturity security
is aggregated with other investment income receivable over the term of the instrument so that the
revenue recognised in each period represents a constant yield on the investment.

Investments other than held-to-maturity debt securities are classified as available-for-sale investments
and trading investments and are measured at subsequent reporting dates at fair value without any
deduction for transaction costs that may be incurred on sale or other disposal. Where securities are
held for trading purposes, unrealised gains and losses are included in net profit or loss for the peri-
od. For available-for-sale investments, unrealised gains and losses are dealt with in equity, until the
security is disposed of or is determined to be impaired, at which time the net profit or loss is includ-
ed in the net profit or loss for the period.

Trade payables

Trade and other payables are stated at their nominal value.

Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the Library has a present obligation as a result of a past event and
it is probable that this will result in an outflow of economic benefits that can be estimated reliably.

Accounting policies
for the year ended 31 March 2004

The National Library of South Africa



2. REVENUE
2004 2003

R R

An analysis of revenue is as follows:
- State grant 22 734 000 19 902 500 

22 734 000  19 902 500

3. OTHER OPERATING INCOME

- Sundry income 776 430 540 017 
- Operating income 979 262 1 061 045 
- Transfer from reserves - 1 985 694 

1 755 692  3 586 756

4. PROFITS FROM OPERATIONS

Profit from operations has been arrived at after taking into account the following:

Auditors’ remuneration
- Audit fees - external 271 726 40 218
- Audit fees - internal 96 055 179 192

367 781  219 410

Depreciation
Vehicles 42 234 21 896 
Furniture & equipment 491 202 99 280 
Computer equipment 120 048 407 298 
Computer software 216 285 143 297

869 769 671 771

Staff costs
Included in staff costs are:

- Provident fund contributions 811 622 650 837
- Current service cost 15 239 245 13 965 986
- Pension fund contributions 704 403 667 073     
- Other long-term employee benefits including 634 834 314 164

long-service leave, profit sharing, 
deferred compensation

17 390 104 15 598 060
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The National Library of South Africa

The following payments are included in the staff costs 2004 2003

with regards to directors and executive members R R

Basic salaries 313 599 287 675

Bonuses 21 899 20 277

Allowances 51 471 58 067

Pension fund, medical aid contributions 58 528 64 202

Gratuity payments 92 525 -

538 022 430 221

Gains/(Loss) from foreign exchange transactions 2 660 -

Operating leases for the year 508 727 84 735

5. INCOME FROM INVESTMENTS 

- Interest received - -

- Bank deposits 372 737 821 033 

372 737 821 033
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6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Vehicles Furniture & Computer Computer Total
equipment equipment software

Year ended 31/3/2003

Net book value 1 April 2002 52 964 215 421 382 508 43 350 694 243

Cost or valuation 109 479 384 940 1 244 537 98 869 1 837 825

Accumulated depreciation (56 515) (169 519) (862 029) (55 519) (1 143 582)

Additions - 135 442 445 655 271 203 852 300

Depreciation charge (21 896) (99 280) (407 298) (143 297) (671 771)

Net carrying amount 31 March 2003 31 068 251 583 420 865 171 256 874 772

Cost or valuation 109 479 520 382 1 690 192 370 072 2 690 125

Accumulated depreciation (78 411) (268 799) (1 269 327) (198 816) (1 815 353)

Net carrying amount 31 March 2003 31 068 251 583 420 865 171 256 874 772

Year ended 31/3/2004

Net book value 1 April 2003 31 068 251 583 420 865 171 256 874 772

Cost or valuation 109 479 520 382 1 690 192 370 072 2 690 125

Accumulated depreciation (78 411) (268 799) (1 269 327) (198 816) (1 815 353)

Additions 221 806 1 497 123 434 259 185 200 2 338 388

Depreciation charge (42 234) (491 202) (120 048) (216 285) (869 769)

Net carrying amount 31 March 2004 210 640 1 257 504 735 076 140 171 2 343 391

Cost or valuation 331 285 2 017 505 2 124 451 555 272 5 028 513

Accumulated depreciation (120 645) (760 001) (1 389 375) (415 101) (2 685 122)

Net carrying amount 31 March 2004 210 640 1 257 504 735 076 140 171 2 343 391

The National Library of South Africa
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The National Library of South Africa

7. TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

2004 2003
R R

Trade receivables 973 478 1 010 136 
Repayment of employees’ bursaries 16 847 -

990 325 1 010 136

The directors consider that the carrying amount of trade and other receivables approximates to their fair
value.

8. SHORT-TERM INVESTMENTS
The effective interest rate on short-term bank deposits was 7% (2003: 13%) and these deposits have an
average maturity of 60 days.

9. BANK BALANCES AND CASH
Bank balances and cash comprise cash and short-term, highly liquid investments that are held with reg-
istered banking institutions with maturities of a month or less and that are subject to insignificant interest
rate risk. The carrying amount of these assets approximates to their fair value.

2004 2003
R R

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash at bank 544 605 1 972 030
Cash on hand 5 148 6 110
Cash available on call 20 645 19 909

570 398 1 998 049

10. TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES 

Trade creditors 2 051 081 1 870 421 
Advance and overpayments by clients 31 132 -
Other payables – designated funds 335 967 464 379 

2 418 180 2 334 800

The directors consider that the carrying amount of trade and other payables approximates to their fair
value.
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11. PROVISIONS 
Leave Other Total

Opening balance – 1 April 2002 - 10 616 10 616
Additional provisions and adjustments 973 908 1 670 975 578

Closing balance – 31 March 2003 973 908 12 286 986 194

Opening balance – 1 April 2003 973 908 12 286 986 194
Additional provisions and adjustments 315 703 78 627 394 330

Closing balance – 31 March 2004 1 289 611 90 913 1 380 524

The leave pay and bonus provision relates to the Library’s estimated liabilities arising as a result of ser-
vices rendered by employees.

12. RECONCILIATION OF (LOSS) / PROFIT BEFORE TAXATION TO 
CASH GENERATED (UTILISED IN) / FROM OPERATIONS 

Notes 2004 2003

12.1 Cash generated (utilised in) / from operations R R

(Loss) before taxation (2 376 086) (1 376 851)
Adjusted for:
- Depreciation and amortisation 6 869 769 671 771
- Increase in provisions 11 394 330 975 578
- Income from investments 5 (372 737) (821 033)

Operating cash flows before working capital changes (1 484 724) (550 535)

12.2 Changes in working capital

- Decrease in trade and other receivables 7 19 811 348 287
- Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables 10 83 380 (1 429 643)

103 191 (1 081 356)

Cash generated from operations (1 381 533) (1 631 891)

12.3 Investing activities

- Investment income – interest received 5 372 737 821 033
- Acquisition of property, plant and equipment 6 (2 338 388) (852 300)
- Decrease in investments 8 1 919 530 247 699

Net cash (used in) / from investing activities (46 121) 216 432

The National Library of South Africa
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The National Library of South Africa

13. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 
Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash on hand and balances
with banks,  investments in money market instruments and bank
overdrafts. Cash and cash equivalents included in the cash 2004 2003
flow statement comprise the following balance sheet amounts: R R

Cash on hand and balances with banks 549 753 1 978 140 
Cash available on call 20 645 19 909 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 570 398 1 998 049

As required in section 7(2) and 7(3) of the Public Finance Management Act, the National Treasury has
approved the local banks where the bank accounts are held.

14. RETIREMENT BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS
The Library has made provision for pension and provident schemes covering all employees substantially.
The funds are governed by the Pension Funds Act, 1956 (Act No. 24 of 1956).

Sanlam Provident Fund

The Library operates a provident fund for all qualifying employees of all its divisions. The assets of the
scheme are held in funds under the control of Sanlam asset managers, separately from those of the Library.
Scheme assets primarily consist of listed shares and property trust units, and fixed income securities. 

The total cost charged to income of R811 622 (2003: R650 837) represents contributions payable to the
scheme by the Library according to the rates specified in the rules of the scheme. 

The scheme is actuarially valued at a three-year interval. The effective date of the most recent actuarial
valuation was 1 January 2003. At that date, in the opinion of the actuary, the fund was found to be in a
sound financial position.

15. OPERATING LEASES 2004 2003
R R

Payable in one year 687 962 508 727
Payable between two to five years 2 108 592 2 796 554

Some of the operating leases consist of two components namely a fixed component, which is reflected in
the above figures, and a component tied down to the usage of paper.

16. DISCLOSURE OF PREVIOUS YEAR’S FIGURES
The disclosure of 2003 figures has changed significantly due to the new presentation of the financial
statements so that it can be in line with generally accepted accounting practice.

17. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS 
Subsequent to 31 March 2004, the Library had an investigation into fraud and/or theft allegations against
some of its employees. The investigation led to the arrest of three employees who will appear in a court
of justice during the course of the new financial year. 
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2004 2003
R R

TOTAL INCOME 24 862 428 24 309 513
INVESTMENT INCOME
- Interest received 372 737 821 033
SUBSIDY
- State subsidy 22 734 000 19 902 500
SUNDRY INCOME
- Comm. on salary deductions 16 978 15 630
- Discount received 15 018 944
- Fundraising 81 906 1 986 759
- Parking 117 547 89 971
- Royalties 65 739 -
- Sales – redundant items 11 344 199
- Sundry income 218 736 131 383
- Venue hire 176 108 236 257
- Bad debt recovered - 35 619
- Proceeds from insurance claim - 18 168
- Other income - 52 079
- Refund Prov. Fund contribution 73 054 -
OPERATING INCOME
- Document Supply 101 165 -
- Donation Account CT/PT 66 905 32 523
- Imaging & photography 28 167 1 917
- Interlending membership 4 881 206 317
- Internet cafe 4 531 9 876
- ISAP 237 966 200 294
- Marc office 1 200 13 592
- Photocopy sales 145 429 -
- Printing & binding 25 794 36 233
- Publication sales 13 556 26 383
- Pulping 2 868 488
- Quarterly Bulletin 5 930 26 733
- Microfilm sales 221 172 283 490
- Reference info database sale 14 657 146 770
-  SANB/SABEC 87 490 3 585
- Telephone: private calls recovered 7 550 7 445
- Workshops 10 000 23 325

Detailed statements of income and expenses
for the year ended 31 March 2004

The National Library of South Africa
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Detailed statements of income and expenses
for the year ended 31 March 2004

The National Library of South Africa

2004 2003
R R

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 27 238 514 25 686 364
ADMINISTRATION EXPENDITURE
- Accommodation & subsistence 221 553 256 383
- Advertising & promotion 89 130 264 232
- Administration costs: Projects - 40 844
- Bank charges 69 778 53 882
- Cell phone 3 970 4 230
- Conferences/Seminars 152 373 60 451
- Catering 60 662 197 236
- Gain & losses foreign exchange (2 660) -
- Insurance 230 551 180 376
- Membership – corporate 12 927 10 586
- Postage & courier 106 653 112 697
- RSC levies 35 526 27 865
- Telephone & fax 491 036 521 789
- Transport – motor fleet 32 727 65 962
- Transport – private vehicles 5 723 16 530
- Travel – domestic 192 080 570 658
- Travel – international 8 017 15 281
- Water & electricity 608 461 635 293
- Consulting fees – health & safety 1 960 -
- Bad debts written off 43 586 -
- Depreciation 869 769 671 771
CONSUMABLES
- Cleaning 274 237 93 058
- Computer 5 438 -
- Programs 77 307 40 238
- Photocopying, printing & binding 234 319 307 487
- Protective clothing - 2 669
- SABINET - 7 463
- Stationery 60 082 267 754
- Tattle tape 21 000 -
MAINTENANCE & REPAIRS
- Computer licenses 926 164 400 659
- Computer hardware & software 201 098 120 838
- Furniture & equipment 186 388 11 803
- Motor vehicles 390 -
- Rental contract (photocopy & print) 544 755 377 890
- Rental surveillance system 686 -
PERSONNEL EXPENDITURE
- Advertising of positions 48 297 86 102
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- Bursaries 2 584 (2 181)
- Other allowances: cell & computer - 74 834
- Appointments staff - 12 286
- Contract workers/casual labour 821 328 377 562
- Gratuity - 239 248
- Housing subsidy 473 446 383 909
- Leave accrued fund: pens. 566 709 314 164
- Leave accrued fund: resign. 66 289 -
- Long service grants 1 836 -
- Medical aid 1 731 467 1 502 112
- Mentorship & staff development - 24 214
- Motor finance scheme 96 179 280 904
- Overtime 46 347 11 873
- Pension fund 704 403 667 073
- Performance bonus 93 040 61 135
- Provident fund 811 622 650 837
- Salaries & NPT 10 750 473 9 966 261
- Service (annual) bonus 893 239 764 643
- Skills Development Levy SDL 232 356 184 312
- Sundry HR cost 17 081 9 925
- UIF 101 370 89 286
- WCA - 29 904
OPERATING EXPENDITURE
- Auditing services: External 271 726 40 218
- Auditing services: Internal 96 055 179 192
- Book purchases 406 429 925 781
- Contract work: ISAP 404 681 479 824
- Contract work: SANB 267 476 124 524
- Contract work: BIBSA 4 565 -
- Network maintenance 545 181 196 893
- Network service providers 198 843 809 593
- Other services 184 199 402 352
- Periodicals & serials 379 650 464 969
- Repairs & maintenance 249 731 197 780
- Service contract: Cleaning service 416 612 220 456
- Service contract: New tel. system 115 392 -
- Service contract: Security services 438 989 283 840
- Service contract: Tracker/Motor 8 360 2 100
- Service contract: Video conference 12 769 -
- Sundry operational 14 104 294 514

Net Loss for the year 2 376 086 1 376 851

Detailed statements of income and expenses
for the year ended 31 March 2004

The National Library of South Africa
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